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this weeks patch adds a new update system to vault hunters, legends of the unknown, which
updates the team around you and lets you handle them yourself. for example, you can assign a
specific weapon type to each team member, choose special abilities for each, and choose their

loadouts. this system gives you control over your team and helps prevent them from duplicating and
accidentally losing health. two additional new legendary item drops were identified by the

development team so new legendary gear can be found when shooting legendary targets, but you
cant claim them until theyre earned in the ranks. finally, the boundary issues modifier was pulled out
of the game for now and will be re-introduced next week. the stated goal for this temporary measure

was to address community concerns related to the issue and its impact on play balance. for more
information about this week`s hotfixes and new content coming your way in future patches, click
here to watch our trailer or visit: support.2k.com. every little bit counts, so be sure to report any

issues you encounter to us by clicking here. after seeing the positive reaction from community and
developers to the community buffs, we will be including permanent versions on pc and ps4 in the

next patch. on february 19th, everyone will be receiving a boost in all of their stats. youll be able to
get these buffs by opening your companion app or companion console window on the galaxy tab or

by launching the bundle app in the ps4 store. if you have any feedback or questions about the
update system, the boundary issues modifier, or anything else, please send them to support.2k.com
and keep an eye out for more information as we continue to add features to borderlands 3. you can
also join in on the conversation through the official forums on borderlands.com, across social media

platforms, or find us on twitter.
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we have noticed that some of the more popular guardian rank modifiers continue to be valuable in
mayhem. as a result, we have adjusted several modifiers and added additional passives that will

continue to increase your value when in mayhem. in addition to the above changes, we have fixed
several reported issues. see full list of fixes below.amaras: fixed an issue preventing certain gear
from stacking with damage bonuses, damage bonus scales, and passive damage bonuses.fixed
several issues with gear sickness and various health-related passives.iron bear: increased base

scaling, focused offensives bonus, and additional bonuses added by passives and augments.fixed an
issue preventing iron bear from overhealing when out of combat.fl4k pets: fixed an issue preventing
certain pets from scaling with damage bonuses.firetrap: added a new passive modifier, blessed and
harmonious, which increases firetrap’s fire charge and provides a 100% chance of not overhealing

when a fire traps overheals. added additional passives that provide 100% fire charge passive
bonuses.krieg: fixed an issue with some of his passives that prevented them from reducing the

cooldown of fire traps.krieg: reduced the base cooldown of his fire traps by 2s. we also noticed an
error that caused a black screen for players with certain graphics cards. as a result of this error,

some players couldnt access the hotfix menu when beginning a new game. we have fixed this issue,
and it should go live with the update today. the armored moxxi is a new legendary gear, which will
automatically be handed to any moxxi purchased before 2:00 am pdt on december 19. the armored
moxxi has 3 passive modifiers, and will be unlocked when purchasing the moxxi from a vendor for

300,000 v-bucks. 5ec8ef588b
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